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Fixing clamp 0...20mm stainless steel GRKHV 173 E3

Niedax
GRKHV 173 E3
4013339166374 EAN/GTIN

302,46 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

GR profile clamp stainless steel GRKHV 173 E3 Type of fastening screws, connection type/component thread, thread size (metric) 8, suitable for flange thickness 0 ... 20mm,
pipe/cable diameter 0 ... 30mm, material stainless steel, other surface, for fastening of mesh cable trays on horizontal and vertical steel girder flanges with a maximum
thickness of 20 mm, can be used for: mesh cable trays GR..., GRS..., GRL..., GRCI... and MTC...100-..., an alternating arrangement of the hook screws ensures that the mesh
cable tray is securely fastened to the mesh cable tray fastening clamp, a right-angled cutout in the legs enables attachment to round support profiles or the installation of cable
protection tubes D Ø 30 mm, with horizontal installation, additional suspension using a threaded rod M 10 /... at the tip of the fastening clamp through a hole Ø 11 mm, a screw
spacer clamp SASS 30 can also be fastened on the front side through outlets in the horizo ntal support surface, it is possible to mount up to 4 U-clamps B(K) 12 - 90
(depending on size) in register laying, screw tightening torque 8 Nm, wrench size 13, this profile clamp only on request
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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